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The Miracle Is In Believing
Dr. Carlos Blair

And I say good evening and God bless you one and all. It is indeed
my pleasure once again having this opportunity of manifesting in this
manner. And as I come forth, I come forth with the realization that through
this opportunity that man in the physical body might in some small way find
his path a little more direct, a little more fulfilling, and a little more
enjoyable. I’m Dr. Carlos Blair and as you probably have recognized I’m a
little bit English but I hope you won’t hold that too much against me, and I
want to welcome all of those, especially the ones who are here for the first
time.
This evening I’ve chosen to speak on a subject that I feel is necessary
and much needed at this time in your world. And that is the realization of
the fact that while miracles have indeed been taking place since the
beginning of time, that the miracle is really in believing.
Man many years in the past when he first came into the physical body
as a mortal individual, came with very limited and very little understanding
as it were. He was not born into the body with functions of the mind and the
brain as it were, to the extent that it is in this your time. But to the contrary
with great limitations there-on, and therefore he had very little more than the
animal instinct, as you might refer to it, rather than that of the conscious
levels of man. However, over the many periods of time since the beginning
of man, he has learned to evolve and develop, as it were, into a very high
indeed intellectual, and as a result has brought many things new into being
in what you refer to as your world.
It is come from the very beginning stages of the recognizing of the
utilizing of the fire, as it were, from the cave man, as you might refer to it.
To the man who finally came forth with that of the wheel, and that of the
fulcrum, and the various levels of invention, as it were, right on up to the
time where it came into mans ability to have the insights, as such, to come

forth with that you would refer to as new innovations or inventions, that
came to him from out of the great nowhere into the great somewhere. And
thereby, brought forth such evolvement as that of man’s utilizing of
electricity and all the other various modes that you find within your world
today.
It is not that God has at any time limited any souls. It is only that the
soul has been limited by itself, by its society, by its environment, as well as
its philosophies. It is not as though God at this time is placing limitations on
man. Man today through his own ability to believe has the capability of
attaining all that there is to know in the universe, in the entireness of the
cosmos, as it were. If he could but set aside the thoughts of society, if he
dared, as it were, to be different, not to conform, necessarily, to the concepts
that society and mankind have placed upon him. There are certain things
which man creates and society creates as far as guidelines, that man feels as
though he is bound by, and must therefore live within. These are his greatest
of all limitations. Every great one that you can go back to in your time of
the written word, what you refer to as history, you will find, whether it be
that of the painter, that of the inventor, that of the pianist or the musician, as
it were, the composer. No matter what art form, no matter what area it was
in, that individual at the time of their being in the physical body were
invariably looked upon by society as being indeed out casts, as being queer
or odd, as you might say, as not fitting in. And that was because they were
concerned with their belief within themselves in the full recognization that
they were indeed a part of God, that as a part of God that all was available.
And man then chose to refer to them as crackpots, as it were. It was though
such as this, who came forth, who were not as it’s said, joiners, who were
not content with being passive and just blending in, as it were, with the
thoughts of society.
Every great teacher including the greatest of all, that of Jesus Christ,
came into the world and was looked upon by the majorities by far, as being
strange, as being an outcast, as being a renegade, as being turned against
society or people as a whole. They were persecuted from the beginning. All
of the greatness that man strives for, he measures with the wrong yardstick.
He looks to be great within his world, within the eyes of his fellow man, that
indeed if I go forth, and fulfill the expectations of society and I find that

through so doing I become-I come into the position of that of having the
doctorate as it were, or that of the professorship or that of great recognition
by man, that he indeed is successful. There could not be any concept further
from the truth. The only fulfillment of success in a physical body is
attaining a greater and closer a-one-ness with God. And in many instances
that does not mean you are in the majorities of people, but rather in the
minorities. Do not fear for being different. When you are no longer of the
world, but that you are indeed of God Almighty, and you come into that full
understanding and awareness, and you believe that you are indeed that son
of God, that by virtue of that you have no limitations what so ever, and you
reach out accordingly you will indeed find that what you reach for will
indeed be brought into fullness and fulfillment.
Christ taught it when he was in the physical body, as many others
have in the past. When he said, “whatever you ask in my name it shall be
given onto you.” He said, “whatever you ask believing, it shall be given
onto you.”
I know this very night my medium had spoken with you in
relationship to that of healing, being an instrument for healing. If you
indeed are not concerned about the concepts of what society might think, but
are truly involved with you’re a-one-ness with God and recognizing and
believing that you are indeed a part of that over all whole, and that through
that you have the right and the power to be utilized in that manner, that
through the laying on of the hands of another they will indeed be healed, you
would find without any exception, they would be healed, as long as it was
not in contrast with the will of God.
If you came into your awareness of your true nature in the relationship
with the Godhead of the universe you would come into the realization that
you are indeed a very part of the energy of the very power that holds the
heavens together, as it were. That power is unlimited. But it must be that
you come into that realization not hoping, not with great doubts, but
believing that as you reach forward it will be fulfilled. Nothing that man has
invented as it were, could have come into being had it not been for the
individual and their belief in the fact that it was going to work. Can you
imagine where mankind would be today in your world if it had not been for

those who had the foresight and the intestinal fortitude, as it were, to stand
up against the masses in spite of the ridicule and say, “I know, I believe and
I will go forth and bring it into being”. The one who set forth in the tiny
boats, as it were, and found this great land in which you live upon the face of
the earth, did so believing Christ when he walked the earth--he did not come
into the body as he said for the purpose of merely bringing love, but he said
that he came with the sword, and he indeed was not looked upon as being a
great one during his time by the majorities. But he went forth, believing that
that which he came to do must be fulfilled and could be fulfilled. And
indeed because of his beliefs it was and is being fulfilled.
If you are one who wakes in the morning and you’re saying to
yourself or to others, “well I cannot carry on this way another day”, you
won’t be able to. If you’re saying to yourself or to others, “I can’t attain
this,” you won’t be disappointed at all, because you won’t be able to.
To the contrary, recognizing and realizing that with God, and indeed I
am part of God, that all things are possible, then I can move forth believing
that that which I am going to do will be fulfilled. These are what man refers
to in your day as the miracles that are being performed. They are indeed not
miracles. It is merely God working in the capacity that man was meant to
serve in, as his servant.
It is like when my medium places the tapes and the blindfolds on his
eyes. Had he done so not believing that he would be able to see, he
wouldn’t have. But he places them there knowing, believing that he will
see, and he does.
Man has been so fraught and so misled by the popular concepts of
society that he has not only limited himself, but he has allowed the society as
a whole to limit him as well. And in man being limited places limitations
also with God. So the miracle is not in the miracle. The miracle is in
believing.
It has been taught so many times and said so many ways by so many
great teachers of the past, it has been said that as a man thinketh in his heart,
so it is. It has been said in every conceivable way and still man fails to see
the importance and the significance of the unlimitedness of his capabilities

in a physical body, only because he doesn’t understand the importance of
truly believing.
God Bless you one and all. And now I believe that I should have-see,
I believe that I should have-stimulated a few questions in the area. In fact I
thought it might be one that would get a lot of them going. So I’ll certainly
accept any questions pertaining to the subject I’ve just spoken on. But
please limit it to that because of our time. The one who is among you this
night that could indeed speak quite well and not only speak but serve as the
very example of belief is the one who’s in front of the medium, the one who
is the Reverend Holloway, because here is an example of belief.
(long pause)
I will allow other questions. (long pause) My goodness David, I’ve
done it again. You mean there’s no questions about….you’re all going to
tomorrow morning, no tonight, you’re all going to go out and come into your
own awareness of your beliefs in God and your ability as that in fulfilling
whatever you choose. Then if that be the case, you certainly have spent your
time well this evening. I’m teasing a little bit, yes.
Question: How do we strengthen our faith?
Dr. Blair: Faith and belief are two separate entities. Faith comes about
primarily through man’s searching within himself. And reflecting upon that
which has happened to him in the past and through that and seeing what has
happened to others, as well, he finds that he can learn to put faith in certain
things. But faith is certainly very limited, where believing has no need for
limitation.
Question: How do we strengthen our believing and change our believing?
Dr. Blair: It is through your own conscious awareness of that of holding the
positive thoughts and not being concerned with being in full acceptance by
the majorities of people. You see many look upon my medium as not being
mentally quite all there, you understand what I’m saying? They look at him
and they say, “well, that guys a little bit…well he’s not…he’s playing a little
short there.” Well that’s all right, it doesn’t bother him. Because he has
learned through the years, and there’s no doubt because he has had the

experience of seeing spirit many times, and the spirit world in all aspects, to
where believing is just the natural thing. Disbelief would be difficult for
him in this area now, do you understand what I’m saying?
Response: Yes, thank you Dr. Blair.
Question: What about the concepts of false beliefs?
Dr. Blair: I’m sorry, I did not hear the question.
Response: The concept of false beliefs, believing the wrong direction?
Dr. Blair: It is indeed better to at least have the positive assertiveness of false
beliefs and be in that of misunderstanding, but be sincere with it, than it is to
have no beliefs at all. Where there are false beliefs, that indicates that the
individual does indeed have the capacity at least to believe. Now all it is, a
matter of seeing the light, as it were, and setting aside what he recognized at
one time as being truth, and realizing he has indeed come into a new truth.
Not at all unlike those who came forth at the time of Christ, who came with
a new dispensation. And many of the beliefs that had previously been, while
the majority were indeed very much intact, he did also bring greater
awareness and understanding. As an example, man evolves at the level of
his own understanding at any given point in his existence in a physical body.
Therefore when Moses came forth with the mosaic law that said, ‘an eye for
an eye and tooth for a tooth,’ that was indeed proper for the level of the
understanding of the peoples of that time. However when Christ came forth
knowing full well that it would be jeered by the majorities, he said, “I say
not an eye for any eye and a tooth for a tooth, but if the man smites you on
one cheek, turn the other”. He brought a new dispensation because at that
time the understanding of man was ready for it. Do you understand what
I’m saying? So if you find yourself with false or misleading understanding
you have to have come into the awareness of that before it becomes a false
understanding. That means you have indeed made some spiritual growth
and evolvement. Yes.
Question: Are we to believe then that even false beliefs lead in spiritual
growth?

Dr. Blair: Yes of course. My medium when he was a young man he was
petrified, as it were, of this place that most of the religions, the one he was
involved with at that time, taught about, this one that is referred to as hell.
And the concept by the manner in which it was taught, that was definitely a
very strong belief within himself. And it was very fearful and frightening, as
it were. But as he evolved in his own awareness and understanding, then he
realized that it wasn’t quite as it had been given. Yes.
Question: How do we know when you’ve found your faith in God and will
you explain_____?
Dr. Blair: Well I’ll try to do it as best I can child, in the time that I have,
which isn’t much. But your faith in God- recognizing it- is when you find
within yourself no room for anything other than, predominately, that of
Love, of all peoples. And you find at the same time an inner peace and inner
tranquility within, that nothing around you is upsetting. Then you realize
you have indeed come into you’re a-one-ness with your God. Yes. And as
far as here in spirit, it would take much too long for me to speak on it in
detail, as it should be. It is not a great deal different than your world, as it
were. Only that it is so much more basking in the light of God, so much
love, so much harmony, so much positive, there’s no negativity here in
spirit.
Question: My grandmother just died-does it mean she’ll be all right and
everything?
Dr. Blair: By all means. You mean she got rid of the old body that was worn
out? Yes, she has a new spiritual one. And she’ll be much better than she
was in the old physical one, yes. Certainly she’s closer to God now.
Question: Have you seen God?
Dr. Blair: There is a question! You see these young people have very good
minds, as it were. And there’s a question that is very valid and very well
founded. Child, in the concept, and I wouldn’t want to take away from
anyone’s concept of their God, but your referring in your question as though
have I seen God as in the image of man and I would have to say to that, no.
But I have indeed had the opportunity to share in the a-one-ness with God
and I have indeed had the opportunity, as I do at all times, to be in the light

of God. And so I see God in that sense around and about at all times, yes.
But not in that of the physical form of a man. I see it in the love and heart of
a child for its mother or for its father; I see it in the love that one expresses
to another. I see it in the beauty in all of nature.
David, how’s the time, the Rock’s getting nervous? Well that’s what
he said. I’m telling you we shouldn’t have taught that Indian to tell time.
Yes.
Well it has indeed again been a pleasure for me to have this
opportunity of manifesting once again in this manner. And I do hope that
which I’ve spoken on this evening might cause each of you to look within
and look about yourselves and realize that it is better to be the leader than to
be the follower. Don’t be led by the masses. Don’t be afraid, as it were, to
be looked upon with consternation, as it were, by your fellow man, because
the great of the greatness has always been the one that was dared to be a
little different. So it’s all right if you want to be a little eccentric, have no
concern for it, because in all probability you’re one of Gods very special
ones and you’re manifesting it very well. If man doesn’t stand in terms of
the masses in full acceptance of your concepts, be bothered by it not.
Because in all probability, you have much greater truth and insight than the
mere majorities.
It has been a pleasure and as I leave I ask only that God pour forth his
richest of all blessings upon each and every one of you here. May you ever
walk in his light and know his love, but most of all may you be filled with
his peace. God Bless you one and all.

